Note:
+ If you make any assumptions, please write them down clearly.
+ Do not assume that the person grading your work will correctly "guess" your assumptions.
+ When multiple solutions to a problem exist, the best solution will fetch the maximum credit.
+ Corresponding problem in 5th Edition is provided in parenthesis.

1. Text (Kurose), pp. 68, Review Question 4
2. Text (Kurose), pp. 68, Review Question 10
3. Text (Kurose), pp. 69, Review Question 16
4. Text (Kurose), pp. 70, Review Question 23
5. Text (Kurose), pp. 70, Review Question 28
6. Text (Kurose), pp. 71, Problem 4
7. Text (Kurose), pp. 72, Problem 8
8. Text (Kurose), pp. 73, Problem 12
9. Text (Kurose), pp. 74, Problem 18